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Abstract 
Thermal transport in graphene-polymer nanocomposite is complicated and has not been well 
understood. The interfacial thermal transport between graphene nanofiller and polymer matrix is 
expected to play a key role in controlling the overall thermal performance of graphene-polymer 
nanocomposite. In this work, we investigated the thermal transport across graphene-polymer 
interfaces functionalized with end-grafted polymer chains using molecular dynamics simulations. 
The effects of grafting density, chain length and initial morphology on the interfacial thermal 
transport were systematically investigated. It was found that end-grafted polymer chains could 
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significantly enhance interfacial thermal transport and the underlying mechanism was considered 
to be the enhanced vibration coupling between graphene and polymer. In addition, a theoretical 
model based on effective medium theory was established to predict the thermal conductivity in 
graphene-polymer nanocomposites.  
1. Introduction 
Polymers generally have very low thermal conductivity (TC) of 0.1-1 W/mK at room 
temperature. On the other hand, graphene has supreme thermal conductivity (~3000 W/mK) [1-
4], and been used as filler in polymeric nanocomposites to improve the thermal transport [5-11]. 
Recently, Shahil et al. [9] found that graphene-polymer nanocomposites could be used as 
interface materials to increase the thermal conductivity to 14 W/mK, better than those with 
carbon nanotube or metal nanoparticles. Unfortunately, the reported increase of TC in graphene-
polymer nanocomposites is very limited. Interfacial thermal resistance (or Kapitza resistance 
[12]) was considered to be the major bottleneck for the heat transport in carbon nanotube (CNT)-
polymer nanocomposites [13]. Based on the diffusion model [14], the mismatch between the 
phonon vibrational spectra of nanofillers and polymer matrix may create high thermal energy 
barrier, leading to the reduction of TC. Therefore, it is urgent to find out a way to improve the 
interfacial thermal conductance (ITC) in graphene-polymer nanocomposites. 
Recently, different strategies were attempted to improve the thermal transport in graphene-
polymer nanocomposites. One approach was to modify graphene by non-covalent 
functionalization groups. For instance, Teng et al. [15] functionalized graphene nanosheets 
through π-π stacking of pyrene molecules with segmented polymer chains, leading to remarkable 
improvement in the TC of nanocomposites. The pyrene molecules served as phonon-spectra 
linkers to reduce the vibrational mismatch at the graphene-epoxy interfaces [16]. Graphene was 
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also functionalized using different chemical groups [17] and small molecule chains [18, 19]. It 
was found that graphene functionalized with small molecule chains might lead to a better thermal 
transport than that with chemical groups. However, the underlying mechanism of 
functionalization on the interfacial thermal performance has not been well understood. It is also 
not clear how the materials parameters such as the volume fraction and size of fillers affect the 
overall thermal behavior in a graphene-polymer composite. 
In this work, we conducted non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations to 
investigate the interfacial thermal transport between graphene grafted with small polymer chains 
and polymer matrix. The effects of grafting density, chain length and initial morphology of end-
grafted polymer chains on ITC were taken into consideration. It was found that such interfacial 
functionalization could significantly enhance the thermal transport at graphene-polymer 
interfaces. This is attributed to the enhanced graphene-polymer vibrational coupling by end-
grafted polymer. An analytical model was also built to predict the overall thermal conductivity of 
graphene-polymer nanocomposite. 
2. Materials and Numerical Procedure 
In the simulations, graphene monolayer was covalently grafted by polyethylene (PE) (-
CnH2n+1, n=8, 12, 16) with different chain lengths on each surface. The grafting density was 
defined as σ=N/A, where N is the number of PE chains, and A is the surface area of graphene 
monolayer [20]. Three grafting densities (σ=0.0032, 0.0064, and 0.0144 Å-2) were used. Two 
types of initial morphologies of end-grafted PE chains were considered, including aligned and 
randomly distributed. Aligned morphology shown in Figure 1(a) represents straight end-grafted 
PE chains vertical to graphene monolayer (brush like configuration). Random morphology 
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shown in Figure 1(b) is featured by fully relaxed end-grafted PE chains, absorbed to graphene 
surface after system relaxation. End-grafted PE chains show a flat-like configuration. This is 
because these shorter PE chains have stronger vdW interactions with graphene than the intra-
chain and inter-chain interactions. Remarkably, several end-grafted PE chains get coiled and 
appear as a “mushroom” configuration. Polyethylene (PE) was selected as the matrix, with each 
molecule composed of 40 -(CH2)- monomers. Since the PE distribution in the vicinity of the 
interface was almost independent with the chain length (ranging from 40 to 250 monomers) [21], 
only 40 PE monomers were chosen. To construct the graphene-PE nanocomposite model, 
graphene with end-grafted PE chains was placed in the middle of the unit cell with dimensions of 
Lx (Lx=1.5, 3, 4.5 nm) × Ly (Ly=3 nm) nm × Lz (Lz=10, 15 nm). Using Materials Studio (Accelrys 
Inc.) software, the unit cell was filled with PE chains with an initial density of 0.8 g/cc. This 
density is slightly lower than the experimentally evaluated so that possible residual stress inside 
PE matrix can be eliminated. After energy minimization and system relaxation, the density of PE 
matrix in the nanocomposite increases to about 1.2 g/cc, close to previous experimental and 
simulation results [22]. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions. 
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Figure 1. Atomistic models of end-grafted PE chains (n=16) with initially (a) aligned and (b) random 
morphologies. (In PE chain: C-blue; H-green. In graphene: C-orange). 
NEMD simulations of ITC across graphene-PE interfaces were conducted using LAMMPS 
package [23]. An ab initio force field, polymer consistent force field (PCFF) [24] was chosen to 
describe all the interatomic interactions of nanocomposite model [22, 25-28]. All nanocomposite 
models were firstly relaxed in iso-thermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble at temperature T=300 K and 
pressure P=1 atm for 1 ns. After system relaxation, based on Muller-Plathe algorithm [29], we 
introduced both heat source and heat sink, as shown in Figure 2. Constant heat flux across the 
graphene-PE interfaces can be generated. The thermal conductivity was calculated using 
Fourier’s law QJ T zκ= − ∆ ∆ , where JQ is the heat flux; κ is the thermal conductivity; T z∆ ∆  is 
the temperature gradient. Then, interfacial thermal conductance Gκ across graphene-PE 
interfaces can be calculated using the expression 
QJ G Tκ= − ∆                                                                 (1) 
where ΔT is the temperature variation across the interface. The heat flux can be calculated as 
2QJ E A t= ∆ ∆ , where ΔE is the energy added into heat source; A is cross-sectional area; Δt is 
the time step. After 2.5 ns computation in microcanonical (NVE) ensemble, the temperature 
profile is expected to be stable. 
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Figure 2. Atomistic model of graphene-polymer nanocomposite for NEMD simulations. The 
heat source is placed in the center and heat sink placed in each end to generate heat flux JQ. 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Effect of end-grafted PE chains on graphene-PE interfacial thermal conductance 
To test the PCFF potential for the thermal transport simulations, the TC of PE and ITC 
across graphene-PE interface were evaluated, respectively. The steady-state temperature profile 
(Figure 3(a)) can be used to calculate the TC of PE and ITC across graphene-PE interface with 
and without end-grafted PE chains at 300 K. Firstly, we examined the length dependence of TC 
in the PE models. In general, the thermal conductivity of PE, κPE can be estimated as 
1 1 1PE PE PEl Lκ ∝ + , where lPE is the mean free path of amorphous PE, in the order of several 
atomic spacings ~0.4 nm; LPE is the size of PE models [30]. Figure 3(b) shows a linear fitting of 
κPE with respect to the inverse of LPE. To fully eliminate the length dependence of κPE in the 
simulations, we extrapolated the linear fitting to LPE→∞ (1/LPE →0) and obtained the TC of bulk 
PE as κPE=0.3875 W/mK. This value is reasonable and consistent with previous experiment and 
simulations [31, 32]. 
To deal with possible size effect on ITC across graphene-PE interface (Gκ), graphene-PE 
nanocomposite models of different dimensions were used. Simulation results showed that Gκ is 
nearly independent of unit-cell thickness Lz. Gκ increases with the width of graphene Lx, and 
saturates at Gκ=56±4 when Lx is greater than 3 nm. The estimated ITC without end-grafted PE 
chains Gκ=56±4 MW/m2K is also in agreement with other simulations for various graphene-
polymer interfaces (~ 50 MW/m2K) [16, 33, 34]. Hence, the initial results of κPE and Gκ are 
appropriate for the simulations.  
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Figure 3. (a) Steady-state temperature profile of graphene-PE nanocomposite without grafting 
PE chains at 300 K. (b) Thermal conductivity of PE models as a function of the inverse of model 
length. 
Figure 4 gives the ITC corresponding to the models without and with end-grafted PE 
chains of different initial morphologies, grafting densities and lengths. It is clear that grafting 
graphene with PE chains can effectively increase ITC across the graphene-PE interfaces. 
Remarkably, larger grafting density enables better enhancement of Gκ. In the case of initially 
aligned morphology of end-grafted PE chains, grafting density of 0.0144 Å-2 results in an 
increase of Gκ by about 156% (144±15 MW/m2K). This is higher than reported results for 
graphene-polymer interfaces [16, 33, 34]. 
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Figure 4. Interfacial thermal conductance Gκ across graphene-PE interfaces as a function of 
grafting density of end-grafted PE chains with (a) initially aligned and (b) initially random 
morphologies. 
In previous study of thermal conductivity of PE nanofibers [35, 36], it has been found that 
chain morphology is critical to the thermal transport in PE. Aligned crystalline PE at 300 K has 
high thermal conductivity (50 W/mK) [35]. Hence, initial morphology of end-grafted PE chains 
may have similar influence on ITC across graphene-PE interfaces. As shown in Figure 4, with 
short chain length (n=8, 12), the ITC between two types of initial morphologies is marginal. This 
can be attributed to the fact that these end-grafted PE chains has few chain fragments in contact 
with PE matrix, which leads to less chain interactions and poor heat transport. With increase of 
chain length (n=16), end-grafted PE chains with initially aligned morphology have 17% higher 
ITC than those with initially random morphology. This is due to the fact that initially aligned 
morphology has more chain fragments in contact with PE matrix, leading to more thermal energy 
transporting along the end-grafted PE chains. Since aligned PE chain has much higher thermal 
conductivity (~350 W/mK) [37], there is much lower thermal energy loss and consequently 
better thermal transport between PE matrix and graphene. As for the effect of grafting density on 
ITC, as shown in Figure 4, high grafting density enables better heat transport, thus higher ITC.  
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Another key parameter is grafting distance, which may influence the interfacial thermal 
transport. When grafting distance is larger than the chain length, end-grafted PE chains show a 
"mushroom" configuration. Otherwise, they stay in a "brush" configuration [38]. As discussed 
above, aligned end-grafted PE chains (brush configuration) can lead to better interfacial thermal 
conductance than that of random morphology. Therefore, decrease of grafting distance is 
expected to increase the interfacial thermal conductance. 
3.2. Vibration power spectrum analysis 
Ii is known that energy of atom vibrations governs the thermal transport across contact 
interfaces. To understand the underlying mechanism of Gκ increase with graphene end-grafting, 
the vibration power spectrum (VPS) in frequency domain was used to understand the thermal 
energy transfer across graphene-PE interfaces. Taking the discrete Fourier transform of the 
velocity autocorrelation functions of carbon atoms in an equilibrium system at 300 K, the VPS at 
frequency ω can be written as 
( ) ( ) ( )
0
cosD t t dt
t
ω ω= Γ∫                                                     (2)  
where Γ(t) is the velocity autocorrelation functions of atoms, and is defined as 
( ) ( ) ( )0t v t vΓ =                                                          (3) 
where v(t) is the velocity of atoms at time t; v(0) is the velocity of atoms at time 0. Owing to the 
high anisotropy of monolayer graphene, the overall VPS can be decomposed into in-plane and 
out-of-plane contributions. The calculated VPS of carbon atoms in both graphene and PE matrix 
are shown in Figure 5. The whole frequency domain (0−60 THz) is divided into three regions, 




Figure 5. Vibration power spectra (VPS) of graphene and PE carbon atoms (a) without 
functionalization and (b) with end-grafted PE chains (n=16). In-plane and out-of-plane VPS of 
graphene (c) without functionalization and (d) with end-grafted PE chains (n=16). 
From Figure 5(a), it can be seen that the VPS of pristine graphene (blue line) are 
distributed in all three frequency modes. For PE matrix, the VPS of its carbon atoms are mainly 
distributed in intermediate-frequency modes. After grafting with PE chains, the VPS of graphene 
are significantly redistributed, and mainly located in the range of intermediate-frequency modes. 
The redistribution of VPS of grafted graphene leads to more overlap with that of PE in 
intermediate-frequency modes. Since the energy of atom vibrations governs the thermal transport 
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across interfaces, the better VPS match (overlap) in intermediate-frequency modes contributes to 
the increased graphene-PE ITC. We then investigated the role of in-plane and out-of-plane VPS 
of graphene in interfacial thermal transport. As shown in Figure 5(c-d), end-grafted PE chains 
lead to a redistribution of out-of-plane VPS of graphene, mainly in the range of intermediate-
frequency modes. Meanwhile, the distribution of in-plane VPS is nearly independent of the 
existence of these end-grafted PE chains. Therefore, graphene-PE ITC is mainly improved by the 
strong coupling between out-of-plane VPS of graphene and the VPS of polymer in IF modes.  
3.3. Thermal conductivity of graphene-PE nanocomposite 
It is critical to correlate the interfacial thermal transport across graphene-PE interfaces with 
the overall thermal transport in a nanocomposite. To this end, effective medium theory [39] was 
adopted to evaluate the macroscopic properties of composites through averaging the properties of 
their constituents. Firstly, we examined the relationship between the interfacial thermal 
conductance Gκ and overall thermal conductivity κ. If graphene nanofillers are randomly oriented 
in the polymer matrix, an analytical formula based on the homogenization treatment by Nan [39] 
can be obtained, i.e., 
( ) ( )
[ ]
11 11 33 33
11 11 33 33
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where κ* is isotropic thermal conductivity of nanocomposite; κm is the thermal conductivity of 
the matrix; κf is the thermal conductivity of the filler; f is filler volume fraction; p=a3/a1 is the 
ratio of thickness to length of graphene; γ=(1+2p)α, where α=aκ/a3 and aκ=κm/Gκ. The TC of 
graphene-PE nanocomposite with different grafting densities and chain lengths of end-grafted PE 
chains can be evaluated according to equations (4)-(7). In our models, the material parameters 
used are κm= 0.3875 W/mK for PE matrix, κf=1000 W/mK and Gκ=56.33 MW/m2K for 
nanocomposite with perfect graphene. The effect of end-grafting PE chains on the TC of 
graphene was neglected.  
The effects of filler length, filler volume fraction and interfacial thermal conductance on 
the thermal conductivity of nanocomposite were investigated. Figure 6 shows that for smaller Gκ 
(≤144 MW/m2K) κ* increases rapidly with the length of graphene L (Lx=Ly=L), and at L≈80 μm 
reaches to an upper limit, which is surprisingly increased by about 400%. For larger Gκ (≥1000 
MW/m2K), κ* converges to an upper limit of 13.5 W/mK at a much smaller value of L≈20 μm. 
However, the increase of upper limit of κ* is only about 50%. At a fixed filler length L and a 
volume fraction f, better interfacial thermal transport (larger Gκ) leads to much less thermal 
energy loss at grapheme-PE interfaces, and thus larger thermal conductivity κ*. With increase of 
L, the total thermal energy transport in nanocomposite will gradually reach to a saturation value. 
This value depends on the volume fraction f, thermal conductivity of PE matrix κm and graphene  
κf, and can be roughly estimated using corrected rule of mixture if graphene fillers are largely 
aligned [40, 41]. Figure 7 shows the variation of κ* with L at different volume fractions (f). The 
upper limit of κ* increases with f. Since the value of κ* becomes saturated at a certain filler 
length, the filler length of 100 µm was used for further investigation. 
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Figure 6. Thermal conductivity of graphene-PE nanocomposite κ* as a function of the filler 
length of graphene L at different interfacial thermal conductance Gκ. 
Then, we discuss the influence of ITC and filler volume fraction on the TC of graphene-PE 
nanocomposite. As shown in Figure 8, for f below 4%, there is slight increase of κ* with Gκ even 
up to 10,000 MW/m2K. When f is above 4%, κ* can be increased by ~50% at a value of Gκ larger 
than 1,000 MW/m2K. Figure 9 indicates that increase of f can effectively enhance the thermal 
transport in nanocomposite, giving rise to high κ*. For example, at f=5%, κ* of nanocomposite 
without any grafting PE chains can be increased by 300%. Therefore, filler length, filler volume 
fraction and filler’s ITC all play a role in dictating the overall thermal performance of the 
nanocomposites but the effect of filler volume fraction is dominant. This is in agreement with 
some experimental investigations of graphene/graphene oxide-polymer nanocomposites [7, 15, 
18, 19], where κ* was improved by increase of filler volume fraction. However, the measured κ* 
in these nanocomposites is very limited (~2 W/mK) even at f=15%. The inefficient enhancement 





Figure 7. Thermal conductivity of graphene-PE nanocomposite κ* as a function of the filler 
length of graphene L at different filler volume fractions f.  
 
Figure 8. Thermal conductivity of graphene-PE nanocomposite κ* as a function of interfacial 
thermal conductance Gκ at different filer volume fraction f. 
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Figure 9. Thermal conductivity of graphene-PE nanocomposite κ* as a function of filler volume 
fraction at different interfacial thermal conductance Gκ. 
4. Conclusion 
In this work, we conducted non-equilibrium MD simulations to investigate the thermal 
transport across graphene-polymer interfaces, with a focus on the effects of grafting polymer 
chains to graphene surfaces. Different grafting density, chain length and initial morphology of 
polymer chains were examined. We found that increase of grafting density and chain length can 
significantly enhance the interfacial thermal transport. The chains with initially aligned 
morphology are more efficient than those with randomly distributed. The underlying mechanism 
lies in the fact that end-grafted polymer (PE) chains lead to a shift of the out-of-plane vibration 
power spectra of graphene to the intermediate-frequency modes, which have a greater overlap 
with the vibration power spectra of polymer matrix. The enhanced coupling between these 
vibration power spectra leads to increased atom vibration energy and thus better interfacial 
thermal transport. Furthermore, a theoretical model was successfully established to predict the 
thermal conductivity of graphene-polymer nanocomposites. It was found filler volume fraction 
plays a key role in dictating the overall thermal conductivity of nanocomposite. These outcomes 
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are believed to be useful for design of graphene-polymer nanocomposite with excellent thermal 
properties. 
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